Mule BMns Brown Bear As
Over Saturday
Final Kick Bowls
Crowd On Toes When Daggett
And Hatch Star In Late Ra ll y
67, 43 And 50 Yard
Runs Featured In
Brilliant Game

A :.Cbmmunist?

Entire Squad Clicks
In Excellent Fashion
FOR 24 LONG y ears Alumni Fi eld

had been an eye sore to Colby football-teams with not a single Mule victory, an d since 1930 Maine has n o t
been, defeated on Alumni Field in
Series play. But in ten thrill packed
minutes of dynamic, surging football
the staunch warriors of Al McCoy decisively submerged a gallant band of
M aine B e ars , 19-1,4.
It was 'back in 1914 that Oolby last
emerge d vi ctoriou s ov er Maine on
Alumni Fi eld , ' and for more than
three quarters last Saturday that disastrous spe ll h overed over the Colb y
(Continued on page 6)

Fossils, Lost
SpecimensArsrive
After Year Delay
FOLLOWING FOURTEEN months of
mishandling, fossils and rock specimens collected by Dr. Lougee in Russia finally arrive d at Colby recently.
Tho specimens were those collected by
the professor during his tour of northern Euro pe in the summer of '37.
They were of no monetary value , but
a great deal scientific significance,

Colby. Lecturer
fiteiaii ^
Ellis IslandANNOUNCEMENT WAS MADE last
w e ek by Dr. Herbert C. Libby that

John Strach ey, a scheduled speaker
on this y ear 's l ectur e s eri es wh o was
recently refused entrance to the
United States , will lecture at Waterville on December 8. Mr. Strachey
was detained at Ellis Island after his
visa to thi s country was cancelled because of his alleged membership in
. , (C ontinued on page 3)

first Grandson Of
Woman Graduate Is

Amon g Sons Off Colby

for thoy clearly revealed the glacier
and oceanic characteristics of forgotten times.
An interesting story is wrapped up,
wi th the collection of these minerals;?
They were gathered when Dr. Lougee
and his wife circumnavi gated the island of Novaya Zomlyn , which ia located north of the .White Sea. The
•island' is within 850 miles of tho North
Pole nnd has an approximate area of
00 ,000 square miles. Throe weeks
wore spent in gathering tho articles.
Fossils from tho shores indicated a
strong warm current had boon prevalent at some stage in the glacier period. , Inland ico caps enabled the
scientists to choose the boat from tho
' ». '
meltin g snows. '
, Tho specimens woro lost while journeying from N'ovaya Zcmla ya to Lon'irigraci. Last December word was ro£_ ivod by Dr, Lou goo that the box
of
minerals hud
^containing tho bits
ibeon located at the Tourist Club.in
Leningrad.
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IN' PAST YEARS there have been
many grandsons of Colby men , but
for the first time in the history of the
colle ge there is in the froshman class
the grandson oi" a woman graduate.
The grandmother is Effic ' Dascomb
Adams , "91; and the grandson John
Gordon Fifiold , '42. One co-ed Martha
Ann Ro g ers had a grandfather , Harvey D. Eaton , in tho class of , '87, Althou gh this year 's crop of Colby Sons
and ' Dau ghters is not tho largest in
recent years, there are twenty-two of
(Continued on page 3)

BATES TICKETS

THERE WILL BE a special Student
train from Waterville to Lewiston,
Friday, November 11 , for tho Batos
Colby fir a mo on Armistice Day. Travel
by special train along with tho band ,
cliecr leaders and the Colby mascot,
"Tli o White; Mule." A special rate
of 85 cents por round trip ticket lins
been provided.
| Tho train will leave tho station nt
101.00. A, Mi, plenty of time for lunch
at Lewiston , as there »« only one hour
ru nning :timo to Lewiston.
;
Students Tickets for tho game ' will
bo on sale at the Boole Store, No
tickets nt tho special student rate !of
SS cents . including government tax
will _ e,cn sale nf tor Wednesday ni ght ,
"N ovember 9th,

Many Novel Ideas
As Rtishees
Are Entertained!
THE ALPHA DELTA PI sorority
held its formal banquet and rushing party Friday night at the Alumnae Uuilding. The decorations and
program were in the form 'of an Alice
in Won derfland party. The room was
attractively decorated with blue and
white stream ers , the sorority colors,
and with posters depicting scenes
from Alice in Wonderland.
The program consisted of speeches
fr o m m emb ers of the Alumnae who
were present, and a short skit , present i n g the tea pa rt y scen e from
Ali ce in Wonderland. The cast was
as follows :
Th e Old Alice in Wonderland.
Mari on McAr d le
The New Ali ce in Won d erland
;__
_
.
Evelyn Gates
Dormouse _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -Ellamarie Nourse
March Hare. —
Constance Pratt
Ma d H a t t e r_ _ _ _ _
.Pauline Lander
Cat er p ill ar
Constanc e ' Tilley
.___
Queen of Diamonds
.
Ernestine Wilson
Mrs. Mad eline Merrill French -of
Madison gave abtalk on the: ¦: sigr_i.fi--.
gance. of the pin and all the members!,
pledges, and alumnae hel d a can d le
•
ligh t service.
THE TRI-DELT formal , party, at 6
o'clock .Thur sda y ni ght , - was h eld
in a "Knightly Hall"—a medieva l
castle planned and decorated by rash-,
in g chairman , Nannabelle Gray. The
rushees , a nd the rushers , en j oy ed a
(Continued on p a g e-3 ) .

Personality"

Defined And Studied
By lecturer McComas
"PERSONALITY ," said Dr. Homy
McC omas , "is r eally the impression
that people make upon others. " Dofining his subject in this way, Dr. McComas entertained the Colby, students
last Friday at the First Baptist
Church with an instructive lecture on
the psychology of personality.
Dr. Homy McComas , Professor of
Psychology at Johns Hopkins, is best
known for his experiments . in industry, and he used his experiments for
illustrative material in his lectiircv
At tho outset , he pointed out tho impossibility of measuring personality
scientifically because the emotional
factor could not bo controlled. In one
of his experiments , it was his task to
(Continued on page 5)

Red Cross Roll Call
Starts Armisti ce Day
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BRUNSWICK , NOV. 2.—There will be no further sale of tickets for
'j y
the Maine-Bowdoin gam e on Saturday, it was announced today
\h

by college officials. The only probable seats available will be turn- ;,|j v
ins. This is the first time that standing room seats have been sold
jv
out prior to the game time.
. Iji s

BAR HARBOR ,' NOV. 2.—Col. Frank E. Lowe, state commander of

the Am erican Legion said here today that he was heartily in accord with the view s' -on national defense expressed by national comman der Chadwick. Lowe stated , "I hope the aims and objectives as
expressed 'by the national commander will be received with even"a
moderate share of consideration." Chadwick in an address in Kentu cky yesterday said that this country must be prepared to defend
''
the Monroe Doctrine or to discard it all altogether.
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BOSTON , NOV. .1.—It was announced today that Harrington Gates,

|y
the blocking back sensation , who ha d reported for practice the
jg.
first time last Wednesday, and had starred jn the Dartmouth victory
\e
ov er Y ale on Satur d a y , had left college to join a religious cult "The - Jf.
_,
Legion ' 'of God."
¦ . :
¦ -X- x
V3_
f.
te
ORONO—Th e Maine Masque opens its season tonight with the theatrical presentation Heartbreak House, by George Bernard Shaw. }&
Production will be presented three nights in the University of Maine , .&¦
'
Little:Theatre.
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CALAIS ," NOV., 2:-—Charlotte . McShane, 19, committed suicide here
: , early this ;mprning by leaping into the St. Croix river near the
International bridge on the Canadian side. The body was recovered
n ear the American shore by Sidney Damon of Calais. No motive for
the girl's act could be established. '
' X
X
MIDDLEBURY , VT., NOV . 2.—MIDDLEBURY is prepared for the
game on Seaverns Field , Saturday. Woody Fickett , Sports Editor of the Middlebury Campus reports a squad of 32 men , captained
b y J ohn Kirk , a left end , and mem b er of the senior class here , is in
g ood condition , having had no injuries in the last three games. The
loss earli er , of three men is felt. Fickett goes on to report: "Probabl y telling you official secrets, but men to watch are Jack Johnson ,
'41, backf ie ld man , and on e of the best punters on the team. His pass
defen se is good also. Art Jacques, '39, is another. Plays guard and
does all place kicking, and quite a bit of the punting. Coaches name
is Ben Beck , his assistant is George Akerstrom. Know that we will
•
undou btedly lick Colby badly." '
'
'
'. ' X
X
'
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CHEERLEADER Vic Malins announces that the Mule to bo purchascd as a mascot for the college is now three quarters paid for. In ' |
'order to raise the remaining small amount of money and provide a
j'l
small nest egg to feed it the cheerleaders ask for subscri p tions from
\
the students of five or ten cents. . Thursday will be subscription day.
|
And another problem has been what to call tho acquisition. To
jj
solve this there is a contest being run for the best name. Make your
||
entries with ' Vic .or 'one of the other cheerleaders. Tho winners who
|
will receive free tickets to tho Batos game will be announced at the ,pj
Gym dance on Thursday, November 10.
. ji

X' .

X
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IN LOOKING over tho Bowdoin Orient it was interesting to noto an
article - by Richard Tukey on page ono of the paper , concerning
the "new Colby spirit. " I quote tho Orient:
The Colby Cheering section , witnessed at Saturday 's game, [Octobor 22nd ] is something for a school of its size to boast of. Why
can't we have a similar response to the enthusiastic pleas of our six
cheer loaders ?
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CLASS ELECTIONS
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The election of the Junior class president and of all three officers
'\
of the Freshman class will be hold during Chapel period , .Saturday,
'#
•!• "' • . ' ;
Nov emb er . 5. • '
'|
(

HOW DOES tlio Rod Cross affect the
colleges and universities of America? That question is ' .' pGrtinenfc , in
View of tho forthcoming Annual 'Roll
Call which , ns in the past ,will be hold
from -Armistice Day to Thanks giving.
in
Stated -succinctly^
colleges and !*imivorsitios throughout :tho country" tlio
Rod Cross ; is" makin g it possible for
students to on joy life moro thorough ly and is alro equipping - "thom , for
thoir -future tasks. ' ; ;:.¦• ' :\ '¦;' : . ' ' ¦'"" " • "" '¦
- '•¦Followers ot all sports , and ospoc(Gontinuod;on
page 8)
' ' ¦ '
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Latest News Comp iled And
Edited Expressl y For The ECHO
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Bri This Issue
Spensor Winsor , tho ECHO'S political coinmontntor , roviows tho ' ,
siUiixlion in Europe. Ho has presented somo new facts nnd ' figures on f ;
y ¦ '.<
China nnd Germany, Today 's History appears on pagp 4b ",[ '
^
This week's editorial concerns tho Student Council, ' Several very 1 '*
'
vftnl issues aro reviewed on pngo 4.
( '; "!' ' ' r \»- .
Ed Tnlborth , tho 'Sontinol' a star sports writer,' takes 'up , Ins 'pen M >' '
for tho Echo, nnd reviews tho Pool-ball situation with fnc 'ls ' slchnfld ; \u,
from tlio records. This authoritative" article is featured on tnb ,Sports,;, \\
"
'
Pago , page 2,
.
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1AI_ E BOLJE DAZED BY MULE'S KICK SATURDAY
Mid-Season
Summary
Editor 's Note—Altho Ed Talberth
is- busy with his duties as City Editor ,
he has tak^n time to strike off this
timely summary, a spec ial feature of
this ECHO.

OPERATING ON the oft-accepted
theory that a good offense is the
best defense, Al McCoy in his second
year as head football coach at Colby
appears to have found the key to success. Not that Al in his first year at
Colb y or my very good friend Eddie
Roundy, who preceded Al as a grid
mentor, were dismal failures at this
very business-lik e venture of coaching, rather Colby today appears to be
better blessed with what it takes t-o
turn out good football teams than for
many seasons.
The intent of this article is not to
sing the praises of Al McCoy or any
of the 30 or more boys who. make up
this fall's football squad , rather I have
Giving Maine .its lesson in running and blocking. Hatch carries the ball , Bruce lays a perfect block as the line holds strong
been asked to put into words my impression of Colby football. At the
who snagged the ball in the end zone.
very outset let me remind my readers
Willette place-kicked the extra point.
that I pride myself in being one of a
The Freshmen scored their second
very selected few wh'o can see a lot of
touchdown on the most spectacular
goodness in any athletic club, regardplay of the afternoon. Scioletti , on
less of wins and losses. Many have
been the good Col'by football teams in
COLBY'S FRESHMAN football team his own 29 , took the ball on a line
the past who have gone down to deput on their best exhibition of the play. Reaching the line of scrimfeat and doubtless the years to come
year last Friday, snowing a decidedly mage, he whirled and lateraled the
good
teams
come
a
lot
more
will see,
weaker Higgins Classical outfit under
(Continued on page 5)
up on what we call the wrong side of
an avalanche of touchdowns, 32-7.
the score. .
The Higgins team, looking weaker
Of immediate concern to all of us,
More Sp orts on Pa g e 5
than in recent years, could not cope
however, is the current crop of young
with the blue and gray Frosh, and
¦
men sporting the spangles of this inn -w;
showed only one spark - of offensive <™-t *M—
r p r -fp
stitution. • Looking 'over the records
©
o
push to score their only touchdown.
we are mindful that more than the
Phene Willette, a promising candiusual degree 'of success has attended
date for varsity honors in the future ,
Colby football attempts this fall
led the young Mules' attack with some
which naturally brings up the issue
sensational broken field running.
"Why?" The answer to the question
The Frosh scored first in the early
would be the same at Harvard , Pittsstages
of the initial, quarter. After
burgh , or any other school you could
a
poor
Higgins
kick that was run back
mention, namely Al McCoy has found
to
the
visitors
27
, Willette faded back
players who can and will carry out asand
,. hurled a perfect.pass to Hegan,
signments and with, them he has been
blessed with a.couple of outstanding
ball carriers. In other words McCoy
O
€>
More Sp orts on Pa ge 5
ngflt-— ^ rm rT-r~-~T a-gn)
in. his second "year at Colby is able to
develop a good offense and with the
offense naturally comes the defense.
In his own words comes the reminder, "You can 't win unless you
score," and to those of us privileged
to witness practice sessions throughout the fall we could not help but note
that these sessions stressed offense
over defense.
It has been years, yes—more years
Colby 's Fast Running Back
than you can count on your fingers,
JOHN DAGGETT
since a Colby football team has been
feared as a .scoring. brigade. Not that aggregate of 73 points which is more over the club itself 'but over the cam'W[
¦ ¦¦ '
" '
t *^
' • -•
the usual run of teams in recent scoring than "any. Colby teams hav e pus and out into the field of graduW *
years have not been dangerous, rather done , with one exception , in full ates. In writing of a new spirit we
the lack of good material covering schedule since 1930. In 1932 the do not designate it as something disthe vital positions has been notice- Mules chalked up 91 points in its reg- tinct from the spirit of things under
able. But this yoar we see the vital ular season of play and with two Eddie Roundy 's regime, rather this
posts being : capably filled and as a games to go this fall it look, as if an- spirit is something found this fall.
result we've been treated to victories. other record is downed to f all.
Al McCoy in his introduction to
Record books always furnish some
Colby football last fall was greeted
No matter where you start in atinteresting figures and from these
by a spirit far ' different from that
tempting
to diagnose this Colby outbooks we can better show what we
which attended the efforts of Roundy,
means when we say Colby has an of- fit , you 're 'bound to hit hack at the yet that Colby spirit of last fall was
fensive club this season. ' Last Satur- core—offense. In Johnny Daggett as far different from this season as
day the Mule kicked over his traces and Clyde Hatch Al McCoy is blessed day is from night. Ever since Colby
and smacked Maine into submission. with two answers to an offensive up and'bowled over Tufts 23-0 , we've
The score was 19 to 14. We all cele- coach's dreams. Daggett, with moro noticed a change in the attitude of stubrated *¦ we all had read that Colby experience, is perhaps the classier of dents and outsiders towards tho gridhad defeated Maine at Orono ' only the two but this does not detract ono ders , their mentor, and those having
twice since 1fl 14; yet how many of us iota from the value and brilliance of to do with football destinies at Colby,
realized that in scoring 19 points in Hatch 'who never played footb all until
Never in my 15 years of "covering"
\_ _>#f
this 'game Colby was chalking up its he entered Colby. Dick White and sports in this area had I ever soon a
Bob
Bruce
round
out
the
backfield.
highest scoring against Maine since
group of Colby supporters so satisfied
Available at DUNHAM 'S (in the basement) every .,
1895, Now 19 points represent but These gridders have drawn the hard in accepting defeat as after that BowThursday . . . These Shirts, all have some imperfecthree touchdowns , yet Colby had to lot; they 're the unsung horos of..this doin game. Colby was beaten , to bo
Depending
great
game
of
football,
wait a matter of 43 years t,o score
sure , but the club staged such a briltion that will not affect their wearing qualities or
three touchdowns in one game against upon their efforts are Diiggett and diant comeback thnt those dyed-in'
mar their appearance . . . Identified by labels of the
Maine. Now , too, three touchdowns Hatch an d on ly on a fow occasions thc-wool fans quickly appreciated
doesn 't' indicate such a whale of 'an have Bob and Dick let down on their that here, at long last , Colby had what
finest stores from Maine to California, they represent
offense , but it goes to show that Col- running mates.
it takes to win football games—a n
by this season has what tonms in the
G'Oing ovor tho hno from end to offense nnd the will to win.
the greatest values in America ! Formerly sold for
past havo lacked , a scoring punch,
end and wo come upon Charlie MaAnd so as we prepare to chalk off
#2.50 to #5.00
Wo can go righ t down through the guire and Bus Burrill at the outer ex- another football seaso n at Colby, not
records nnd show other instances. tremities ; Captain , Lop Horsey and knowing whether the team will win
Tufts wns beaten this fall 23 to 0 for Carl Hodges at tho tncldo stations ; tho title, finish in a tie, or pull up in
Colby 's firs t win over this schooisince Me) Baum nnd Jim Daly in the game tho roar , it's sufficient to say that Al
' 1909; in beating Now Hampshire C-0 berths ; and Dnnny Daley nt center. McCoy 's socond year as master of
?-« "•¦<-?
tho Mules tallied a first win over tho We could\toll you something nbout things has brought Colby students ,
each
and ovory ono of those boys, but supporters , nnd football players two
Durham 'outfit since 191C; in boating
Maine at Oron o Co lby bec ame the nothin g w o ^ eoul d write would match things, first , a now spirit nnd appro;
, first state Borios outfit to turn this their efforts and , ' after all, th o r esults ciation of things, football speaking, of
1 ' trick on Maine's homo field in eight of' theses!efforts are now listed in ' tho course ; and
second a now realization
1 yonrs.
record books.
thnt yo u can 't win football games unAm e ri c a 's N o * 1 H a t h a w a y Shirt S t or e
* Moro on this matter of scoring, To
In summing up this ciuTo' nt crop of less you score,
, date this season in five games Colby ' gridders ono cannot escape the fact
Yes, n 'good offense, is still tho boat
, , has scored in each to ncciunulat o an thnt a now spirit is nppnrunt , not only clol'onaol.
'
,
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Strong Frosh
Down Higgins
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Roil Gall
Prexy Tells
(Continued from page L)
take their devotees
ially
those
Teactiers About away from which
centers of population such
skiing, mountaineering, hiking and
New Colby Plans ascamping
have found first aid invalu-

Librar y Scieks

Assistance In

Selecting Books
THE LIBRARY staff is eager for all
. possible assistance in building up a
proper book collection. A box has
been placed' near ythe card catalogue
for student suggestions for book purchases. It is impossible , and may not
be advisable, to purchase all titles
suggested; nevertheless, -your suggestions are invited.
' Last year the Library purchased
such books as: A Field Guide to Birds;
S cott 's Stamp Catalogue; Happiness
in Marriage; Tom Paine , Friend of
Ma nkind; Mathematics
for the Mil-

lions; Hemingway's In Our Time;
Stanislausky's My Life in Art; and
Grandgent 's The Ladies In Dante's
Lyrics—:all to meet student's individual requirements.
Have : you as yet taken particular
notice of the new shelf of books at
the end of the long bookcase of referance books? This is to be devoted
to special displays of books;—books
in one subject field, books dealing
with current topics, or books which
may have a general appeal. The selection and arrangement of the books
is in the hands of a student committee.
Of course you have seen opposite
the door in the reading room the latest additions to the Library. Many
hooks placed on these shelves have
made front page news in such papers
as Herald Tribune Books and the New
York Times Book Review. Not all of
them are ref erence books.- Many are
the very latest works of fiction, of biography, of poetry,! Here is a real opportunity to pick out the newest reading matter as well as to know the
most recently published books.
X
X
"WALK-IN" HUMAN EYE
New York—One of the great
"sights"—literally—at the New York
World's Fair 1939 is to be the model
of a human eye so large that it will
permit seyerali visitors to.^enterr,-itat
¦
the " same time. It is to " look; out
through its huge lens—the pupil—
upon an ever animated part of the
Fair grounds.

PRESIDENT Franklin W. Johnson
addressed . the Colby College Alumni of the Maine Teachers' Association
at the alumni banquet during the association's annual ; convention in Bangor last week. The banquet which
was held at the Bangor House on
Thursday evening was attended by
one hundred and thirty former Colby
students and was presided over by
William B. Jack, '00, Superintendent
of Schools in Portland.
Dr. Johnson gave an interesting
talk on "Pictures of Mayflower Hill
and the College This Year." He emphatically told his listeners that the
new Colby project cannot be stopped ;
because of the work which has already been done at an expenditure of
$500,000.
"We will have a better institution
for Maine and New England when it
is completed," he said.
In referring to the college this year,
he mentioned that it was the largest
in history, having an increase in the
number of faculty members as well
as students.
He emphasized the outside interest
shown in Colby college by nationally
prominent people. As an illustration
he used the Colby Board of Trustees
which has as some of its members
Bainbridge Colby, LL. D.-; Henry H.
Hilton, LL. D., head of Ginn and Co. ;
Mary Louise Curtis. Bok ; Carl Grey,
former president of the Union Pacific
Railroad; Walter .'S. Wyman, M.S. ;
and George G. Averill, M.D.
Dr. Wilkinson, who also spoke at
the banquet, discussed the perplexing
problems facing the coming generation and the importance of the subj ect of economics.

a'ble 'in making their pleasure safer.
Students of forestry, engineering
and other industrial subj ects have recognized that a knowledge of first aid
is almost indispensable to the efficient
performance of their tasks in later
'
life.
In another field, that of life saving,
and general water safety, the Red
Cross is playing an important part.
National headquarters and chapters in
centers where educational institutions
are located cooperate with those institutions having swimming facilities by
providing instruction in the latest
methods of saving persons in danger
•of drowning and reviving those apparently drowned. Not only does this instruction add materially to the enjoy ment of water sports arid recreation
but many college students ha.ve been
able to qualify as life guards at summer and other bathing resorts as a result of " their Red Cross' training.
Others receive appointments as camp
counsellors and swimming instructors.
In the field of human economics colleges and Red Cross chapters are cooperating in various ways. Student
dietitians are afforded excellent opportunities of doing actual field work
by making studies of food budgets
and nutrition needs of individual
families that are being assisted by the
local Red Cross chapters. Courses in
sanitation and home care of the sick
are provided by Red Cross instructors. The knowledge acquired by the
students of these courses and in this
field work is proving to be of material benefit in their later careers as
teachers or housewives.
The activities and services which
the Red Cross provides are made possible by its continued existence as "a
forceful entity, interested in promoting human welfare. It accomplishes
its aims by direct action such as disaster relief , or by indirect action such
as instruction : in the various subjects
designed to promote safer every day
existence. The; generosity of ; the
American ' 'Cqll-ge'bstu^
physical and financial support ' of )the
Red Cross in the past . has been of
great assistance. During the forthcoming Roll Call the Red Cross .again
appeals to the college and university
students to express their faith and
confidence in the organization which
since 1881 has been a friend to the
friendless, has brought a home to
the homeless,, that has fed the starving and has brought aid and comfort
to countless millions of our people.
X
X
KAPPA DELTA RHO
THE ANNUAL FALL ' initiation of
the Kappa Delta Rho fraternity
was held on Wednesday evening, October 2, 1938. The following pledges
were initiated :
Richard Appleton Thayer , class of
1941; G. Flint Taylor , class of 1940;
Daniel Francis Daley, class of 1941;
James Andrew Daly, class of 1941.

Seated at the head table at the
gathering, the largest Colby alumni
session ever held - in Bangor, were
President Johnson ; Miss Ninetta Runnals, Colby dean of women; Dr. "William 1 J. Wilkinson ;'Mrs. Erveha1 'Smith
and Cecil Goddard , alumnae and
alumni secretaries of the college ; Elmer C. Warren , registrar of Colby;
Professor Hans C. Thory and Mary E.
Marshall of the Colby faculty ; WilX
X
liam B. Jack; Frank H. Leighton and
Hall C. Dearborn of the Bangor comMule Needs Feed
mittee
for the banquet.
THE COLLEGE , assisted by donations from the leading business
X
X
men of the town including Mayor
Dundas, has bought its first mascotmule.
Mr. Joseph Hall has generously offered to quarter Mr. Mule and give
him all the comforts and cosiderations THE WOMEN'S ATHLETIC Association announces that Sarah Fussell
due one in his position, A beautiful
has
been made the Freshman Represblanket and bridle have been bought
entative
to the board , and that
and now the White Mule will accomFrances
Decormier
has been chosen
pany the team on all its games.
Health
Leader.
However there is one little probThe hockey tournaments are to
lem ; Shredded Wheat costs money,
therefore donations will be solicited start next week. Barbara Arcy and
from the students Thursday morning Bonnie Roberts are captains of the
at Chapel period for the support of sophom'ore teams. Sue Rose, Ruth
' *V"
**r
_i.
J_
said Mule. Since the townspeople have Thomas, and June Van Der Veer are
been so generous in helping prpcure the captains of the Freshman teams.
FOOD FOR 250,000 DAILY
this animal it is assumed that the stuThe W. A . A. board is planning to
New York—As many as 260 ,000
dents will do their part to help . feed have a social following the comple- hungry sightseers can be accommodathim.
tion of the hockey tournaments.
ed in comfort for one or more repasts
during the day or night at the New
York World's Fair 1939 in the 80
restaurants which are to dot tho
grounds.

W. A. A. NEWS

SOMETHING NEW
All Woo l Bush Jacke ts
Assorted Plaids
Cove rt Slacks
In Different Shades

$4.95

'Where Colby Men Meet "

Lud y, '21

Pacy, '27

William Levine and Sons

Main Street

Waterville , Maine
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Sororit y Par ties

(Continued from page 1)
dinner which was endelightful
very
livened by the sagas unfolded by
scribe Mickey Crawford; the master^
ful 'rendition of "Ah, Sweet Mystery
of Life," by Eleanor Thomas the
sneezing soprano ; a humorous reading
by Marj orie Lier ; and the touching
serenade of valiant knight Esther
McBride to fair lady Lois Britton.
After dinner a clever skit written
by Betty Fitzgerald was presented ,
followed by the telling of a tale of
woe by Ruth Blake. At the close of
the evening there was a session of
modern swing. Esther McBride and
Mildred Van Valkenburg demonstrated an ingenious dance. .Sally Aidrich closed the formal program by
telling something of the history and
purpose of Delta Delta Delta , the
three Deltas being symbolized by
three members who were robed in
black and held lighted candles.
ON -MONDAY, October 24, Phi Mu
Sorority held its formal rushing
party in the Alumnae Building, : decorated to represent an artists's studio.
The walls' :were. - covered with India
prints, 'bright ¦; colored hangings, and
numerous original drawings. A studio
couch, easel, and palette and paints
about the room gave the Greenwich
Village atmosphere. Dolls dressed in
artists' smocks and berets, and menus
shaped like palettes ornamented the
dinner table. .
Group singing was enjoyed between
courses; and as a part of the program
in the Social Room. Beth Pendleton
sang a solo, and was joined in a duet
by Louise Tracey. Dorothy Weeks;
president, : gave "The Story of Phi
Mu." This was followed by a play
entitled "Sing a Song of Seniors,", in
which some seniors haze a young new
faculty member by mistake.
Co-chairmen of plans for the party
were Constance Averill, '39, and Jean
i :"
Pearson , '41; '
A HAT. SHOP was the theme of the
formal rushing party and banquet
of Sigma Kappa sorority, which took
place Wednesday night, October 26 ,
at 6:30. The scene .was the Alumnae
Building, f transformed:.;. by a clever
hat boxes
user^vpi^
of all - sorts - placed about the room.
Little hat-boxes with ¦hats were the
favors on the banquet table.
The menu consisted of tomato juice
cocktail, olives, creamed chicken and
peas in patties, potato chips, ice cream
puffs and coffee.
-.

t

The toastmaster was Janice Ware,
who introduced each member of the
sorority briefly for the benefit of the
hew girls, throwing a spotlight on
each girl as she was introduced. The
subsequent program was as follows :
Remarks by the traveling secretary,
Mrs. Donnelly ; "Top Hat," sung by. a
trio consisting of June Saunders, Pat
Thomas and Polly Pratt ; a reading,
"Essayage ," by Morley, given by
Edna Slater ; "Put On Your Old Gray
Bonnet ," sung by the trio; "Lambeth
Walk," done by Frances Stobie and
Barbara Mitchell; music by the vocal
trio.
After the banquet, the girls moved to the social room , where they
heard the history of Sigma Kappa ,
sang songs, and got acquainted.
The evening was climaxed by "Sigma Kappa Taps. "

r ,"•>*

Communist „ Deta ined \ ~ \s

(Continued from "page 1) '' , ** \"
the British Communist party. Mr.. Strachey's case is now being considered by the State department and in
all probability he will be allowed to
make his lecture tour of this country. '.
Mr. Strachey obtained his-visa to "
this country at the American consulate in London. ' Two days after ihis .
departure from England on the Nor- mandie, the American consul cancelr
led his visa: and notified the State de- ,
partment in Washington to this effect. Accordingly, when the Normandie docked in New York, Mr. .
Strachey was not allowed admittance.
to this country.
Mr. Strachey, a former member of;
Parliament, has often been in_conflict/"A
with authorities due to his alleged ""
Communist activities although, he hasnever been a member of the Communist party. He has stated many times
that he does not favor Communism
and has on several occasions severely
criticized the Communists. He wasarrested in Chicago a few years .ago
and charged with spreading Communism in the United States, this charge,
however, was later dropped.
Several lecture tours ,have been
made by Mr. Strachey, his agents estimating he has spoken to 75,000 people. 70,000 copies of his books, which
are mainly discussions on economics
and politics, have been sold. His latest book , "Hope in Am erica," is to be
published soon in this country.

. . ^ <~ .

First Grandson

(Continued from page 1)
them, fourteen men and eight women,
the list follows :
- ,
Sons of Colby : William P. Blake,
son of Helen Foster Blake, '23; Robinson D. Burbank, son of Hazel Robinson Burbank, '17; Jay Joseph Conlon, son of James B. Conlon, '19; Walter L. Emery, son of Roscoe C.
Emery, '07;- John Gordon Fifield,
grandson of Effie Dascomb, '91; Norman D. Jones, son of V Merle Jones,
'06; Curtis Hemenway, son of Leland
D. Hemenway, '17, and Clara Hinckley, '16; John Livingston Lowell, son
of: Otis Earle Lowell, '12; Roger V.
Perkins, son ' of Carroll M . Perkins,
'04; John Franklin Pineo, Jr., son of
J. F. Pieno,. '14; Gordon Abbott Richardson, son of John M. Richardson ,
'16; Addison Elliot Steeves, son of
Earl R. Steeves, '16; Samuel Brewster Warren, son of Ernest L. Warren , '14; and Nathaniel Harthorn
Wheeler, son of Nathaniel Ernest
Wheeler , '09, and Annie Harthorn
Wheeler, '08.
Daughters of Colby: Ruth E. Crowell, daughter of Mary Weston Crowell, '11; Edith M. Curtis , daughter of
Winfred E. Curtis, '08 ; Mary Reynolds, daughter of Ralph t. Reynolds ,
'06; ' Martha Ann Rogers, daughter of
A. Raymond Rogers , '17, and .Harriet
Eaton , '19, and granddaughter of
Harvey D. Eaton , '87; Betty Ann
Royal, daughter of Kent T. Royal ,
'15; Ruth G. Sanderson, daughter of
Arthur G. Sanderson , '27; Jane-F.
Soule, daughter of William L. Soule ,
'96; June L. Totman, daughter of
Otto L, Totman, '18; and Marion E.
Hague, daughter of . Marion Ingalls
Hague, '13.

A Local Cleaner

BETA CHAPTER of Chi Omega entertained at a formal rushing party Th e Waterville Dr y Cleaners
on Wednesday evening, Oct. 26 , in
Careful Work
the Alumnae Building. Priscilla Jones ,
"Service Which Satisf ies" b;;- 0y i.
rushing captain , was in charge of arPhone 212-W
(Only
finest products used in bur b j
¦' the
'¦ ¦ cleaning "process)''' , .? :b,b ;^-::;;.Ci!;
Rose 's Flower Shop rangements.
'
The room was decorated with black
over McLellan's .
From 3 Hour Service up '. l . b bb'b 'b
and white posters showing new styles
Corsages Our Specialty
in hats and dresses. Invitations were ¦
'
Tel. 277 : 62C ;.;Templef St; ;b If
small hat boxes containing miniature
hats in the latest styles. Favors were
white candles in the shape of owls,
and white 1 animal figurines on black
pedestals. Graduate mombors : of tho
chapter and faculty adviser , Mrs.
Lougoe, served tho dinner.
, - . .:' 23 SILVER ; STREETbb ^#
bl§
A
style
review
featuring
new
Have Your Thomos, Book Reports.
Theses and Notes Expertly Typed models from Adlor 's an d The B onnet
Special Rate for College Students Shop was the unique, ent ertainment
MISS LOUISE M. HIGGINS
presented after dinner. Ruth ' Gould ,
¦
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
Fr e da Abel , Doris Pefcorson, Priscilla Dine and Dance ' ' • b/ ^ Opp ffStndlumlfff,
44 Main St.,
Phono 40G J ones , and Phyllis Chapman modelled y - - : We i SHU - .Have ,Ypur ,'Pavogto ||l;|||
WATERVILLE , ME. ' "'• Res. BS1-J th e h ats, and tlio street ,, afternoon ,1 ^A- Cy uj Nc ^s; ^d
: ' ¦¦
^imims0$^
' ¦ '

addocks
MConfeci!oncers

. NOEL'S ;^

^^^ §^^j ^^

and evening drosses. Thoy .] wore introduced by Barbara Skolian. ;
Giguere 's Barber Shop Tho evening ended with the reading
of .the; Chi - ; Omega bSymphony, , ,Chi
and Beaut y Parlor
Omega songs, and the presentation " of
:
¦
by members to iruahoosbi ;
carnations
146 Mnin Street
Tol. G80
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TODAY'S HISTORY

W&t €nlhv Crij o

By SPE NCER . WINSOR

Representative Of
Pour last Year
ganization Sp eaks
Graduates Receive Or
At Co-ed Assembl y
Hi gh Scholarshi ps

"A navy second to none," a possible $1,000 ,000 ,000 appropriation for armaments and efficient reorganization of
all war . industries was part of the answer of the United
States to a World torn between Democracy and DictatorAT THE women's assembly on Mon'¦" day Miss Mary Marshall, assistant
ship . Other parts of the answer were probable subsidies
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL. ADVERTISINGS BY
to South American exports in order to meet totalitarian FOUR COLBYITE S of the class of professor of English, introduced repNational Advertising-Service, Inc.
states "cut price competition " and Secretary of State
¦
1938, all of whom were elected to resentatives from the different social
College Publishers Representative
business
advis(with
a
staff
of
economic
and
Cord
ell
Hull
the membership in- Phi' Beta Kappa , groups at Colby. Each of these repNew York, N. Y.
420 'M adison Ave.
• ¦
ers) as delegate to the Pan American Conference at Lima, received scholarship and fellowships resentatives gave a .short talk on the
.Chica go • Boston - Los An geles - San Francisco
Peru , in December.
at various graduate colleges' in the organization which she . represented.
The principal totalitarian state gain in the Western United States and England this year. The purpose of this -was to acquaint
Founded in 1877 and published weekly during the Col- Hemisphere' last week was the riciprocal trade agreement
of
William Caswell Carter, a son of the new students with the .world
lege year under supervision of the students of Colby Col- between Italy - and Mexico with a swap of Italian rayon
¦. . ;
•
each
organization.
Scholarship
lege. Member of the Associated Collegiate Press. En- for Mexican (exappropriated British and American) oil. Colby,-received a Rhodes
¦
The first speaker was Jean Burr
'
England.
at
Oxford
,
tered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office , WaterAppearing as if America felt- stronger with new armawho
spoke on the Mathematics Club.
"While at Colby Mr. Carter was a
ville, Maine. Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
ments (in reality the note was delivered October 6, before member of the Mathematics Club, the This group meets every other Friday
news of the rearming policy, of the United States became Outing Club, and the Glee Club. He evening. One of the attractions for a
Edi tor-in-C hief
general) came news last Friday of a United States note to won the first prize in both the Hallo- forthcoming meeting is A. Harry
Wilson C. Piper, '39, D. U. House (Tel. 774)
Japan demanding assurances for "equality of opportun- well and the Hamlin Prize Speaking Wheeler, fr om the North High School,
ity" in Japanese controlled China. The note pointed out contests. During his sophomore year Worcester, Mass.,- who is very skilled
Mana ging Editor
the "open door" in Manchuria was now virtually closed, Carter played on the football squad. in making many sided figures.
G. Ellis Mott, '39, L. C: A. House (Tel. 1350)
Mildred Colwell represented the
Women 's Editor. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sally Aldrich, '39 (Tel. 81980) and that in other parts of Japanese-China the United He is a member of the Zeta Psi fraWillard Smyth, '39 (Tel. 1010) States business interests were being discrimanted against. ternity and the Chi Gamma Sigma Classical Club. The purpose of this
Business Manager
Although the note suggests no penalty general diplomatic
group is to arouse an interest in clasASSOCIATE EDITORS : Ealph Delano, '40 ; Ed-ward Mclntyre, '39 : opinion believed that hinted removal of "the benefits of honorary society.
Walter Bates Rideout, also a son sical thought. Although freshmen are
Ernest Marriner, '40 ; Spencer Winsor, '40.
lower rates in the reciprocal trade agreements" would he •of Colby, received a scholarship at eligible for only the last meeting,
ASSISTANT EDITORS : Hartley Bither, '41; Antonio Bolduc, '41; the coercion used to force Japanese concurrance. .
transfers may join at any time. For
Harvard for the study of English.
Lloyd Gooch, '41; Elmer Baxter, '41 ; Edward Quarrington, '41;
A week and a day ago Hankow fell to the Japanese
Mr. Rideout, a member of the Zeta this month 's program Professor and
Stephen Sternberg:, '41.
army; it was no longer a city. The government that Nip- Psi fraternity, won the Solomon Eng- Mrs. Finch are planning to show slides
Elbert Kjoller, '40 onese authority had hoped would collapse with Canton lish Prize. He was a member of the taken by them while in Rome.
Advertising Manager
Charles Randall, '40 and Hankow had moved further inland. Generalissimo
Circulation Manager
Geraldine Stefko gave as the purPowder and Wig and participated in
and
it
troops
gone
to
reorganize
the
Chiang-Kai-shek
had
pose
for the German Club entertain;
Paul
Raymond
Burbank,
'41
ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGERS :
many of the plays of the Dramatic
was reported that a force approaching 3,000 ,000 Chinese Arts and the Y\ M. C. A.
Sheldon, '41; Richard Thayer, '41 ; Donald LaGassey, '41.
ment and enjoyment as well as meetwas ready to occupy new lines of defense.
Alfred Walter Beerbaum of Water- ing new friends. A small knowledge
This Week's Make-Up by G. E. M.
At Tokyo the celebration of the victory at Hankow,
'bury, Conn., received a fellowship to of German is the only requirement. A
Japanese War Minister Itagaki explained to war-weary study and to teach German at North mock duel is planned for the experiJapanese people that the war had just begun.
enced German student meeting on
An Exp eriment . . .
Carolina State University.
Could China's Chiang repeat Napoleon's 1812 defeat
"Walt" ' is a member of the Phi November 15th.
FRANKLY IT IS an experiment—in. fact until the mo- by drawing Japanese forces further into China? He eviThe French Club's representative
Delta Theta fraternity. He won
ment you read this, we have had no more idea whether dently thought so when he stated that the advance into
was
Patricia Thomas, who gave as its
prizes in the Hallowell Prize Speakwe like it or not than any of you. But in order to see China was weakening Japan and "hastening Chinese Vicpurpose,
the further use and appreing contest and the Levine Extempoexactly what a paper the size of the ECHO with the me- tory. "
ciation
of
the French language. The
raneous contest.* He was an active
chanical facilities at our command would look like, we
The British Empire squirmed under new troubles last
three
outstanding
things which this
have gone ahead with streamlining this issue and trying week. Across the channel from Ireland came Earn on de member of the International Rela- club fosters each year are a French
tions Club and the German Club.
some of the new ideas in make-up.
Valera's demand that the six counties of Ulster become
Maynard C. Waltz received a fel- play, a spring picnic, and a Christmas
The wide column and absence of column rules on the an autonomous state within Eire. Lord Craigavon , prime
party for underprivileged French chilfront page will immediately be noticed. These are new minister of North ern Ireland said, "Any attempt to meet lowship in , physics at Wesleyan Uni- dren of Waterville.
practices in journalism which may never have come to Mr. de Valera's manifesto would lead to civil war." Ne- versity.
Ernestine . Wilson spoke on the Arts
Mr. Waltz a Chi Gamma Sigma
•your attention before. More familiar to our readers ville Chamberlain was silent.
Club
which was founded three years
man, was also very active during his
should be. the "flush left" heads which are becoming very
In the Near East, Britain was "cast low," although in
ago
to
promote the arts of painting,
popular with newspapers in every field—weekly, colle- control of Jerusalem. Last Thursday's Time Magazine years at Colby. Waltz was a member music, and literature. At the meetgiate or daily. Not only are they easier to write but are reported that "strong were the indications that Britain of the Outing Club, the Camera Club ing next Monday one of Edna St. Vinand the radio Club. He was the winsupposed to . attract better attention because of the addi- would shortly give in to Arab demands."
' cent Millay's one act plays is to be
"
tional white space. To have a column which starts up in
Germany unofficially demanded' return, of all her pre- ner of the Marston Morse Physics discussed.
the;area ordinarily reserved for .the nameplate- is 'also fair- warvcbl'ohies 'totaling 1)031,839 square miles or equivalent Prize.
' All four of ^' these "Colby ' graduates : ? Barbara Towle represented the Col- *¦
ly common journalistic practice. The use of capital let- thereof. Nazi propaganda was prevalent in the Union of
by Chapter ,of The American Federa- '
ters for the first few words of a story without any inden- South Africa according to the Associated Press. Portu- were on the Dean's list and are Phi tion of Arts which 'was organized lotion until the second line is however a rather unusual ar- gal with Mozambique and Angola, and France with the Beta Kappa men.
It may be well to note that the cally last year. The ten dollar fee
rangement.
Camaroons are on the spot as well as Britain. Defense
which is paid each year to the nationDeveloping this experiment is the work of our manag- Minister of the Union of South Africa visited Portugal Rhodes Scholarship, perhaps one of al organization entitles Colby to reing editor. It gives those of us who have considered such and London and planned to go to Berlin in an effort to the highest scholastic honors one can ceive the "Magazine of Art," two
changes an opportunity to look at what we could not visu- bring about some settlement with Nazis colonial demands. receive, is : limited to thirty students painting exhibits per year, and a numalize satisfactorily until in print.
That Britain expects a troubled future has been reveal- each year from the United States. ber of illustrated- lectures.
And because we have tried this, we want your com- ed during the last month by her efforts to strengthen the There are some five hundred and thirFern Brouker speaking on the Camments on these innovations as far as the Colby ECHO is bonds between the dominions and the mother country. ty colleges and universities in the era Club gave as the only requirement
concerned. Earlier we asked that you should not be in- Since the crown , symbolized by the royal family, is the country.
for menfbership-T-a camera. This yea^
X
X
different. Now we ask you specifically for your com- only link that now holds the Dominion of Canada and the
the club is fostering a "School for Bements. Tell us which features you like. Tell us why you Commonwealth of Australasia to Great Britain , we find
ginners " to which any one may belike them. Tell us which you consider improvements and parts of the Kings' family drawing both of these terrilong.
worthy of adoption as standard make-up for these pages. tories closer. Britain's King and Queen will visit Canada
Miss Marshall introduced' as the
If you do not happen to run across the editor or manag- in June, while the Duke of Kent , brother of the King,
last speaker , Mindella Silverman, who
ing editor on. campus the ECHO box is handily located will next year take over duties as Governor of Australia.
spoke on the International Relations
on the .first floor of Recitation Hall. Favorable or otherThus the events of the world turn : Britain tries desperClub. It affords an opportunity for
THE
COLBY
Camera
Club
School
of
wise, we want and need the comments of Colby students ately to regain her prestige and power ; Germany grows
students and members of the faculty
Photography
held
its
first
session
of
on this' experiment on the appearance of your college stronger and more demanding every day ; the United
tho year in the Alumnae Building, to meet socially and discuss internapaper.
States builds a great army and navy to protect her rights ,
tional affairs, Some of the speaker 's
Monday evening, October 31.
T
v
while the totalitarian states and this democracy grow
The speakers were Mr. Harold scheduled for this year are Professor
moro and more interested and competitive in South AmerClark, assistant librarian at Colby McCoy of the Colby faculty , and
We Exp ress Hop e
ica's virtually unexploited hinterland.
Professor Morrow a member of the
and Mr. Joseph Coburn Smith.
RATHER THAN condemn later, we express the hope toMr. Clark selected for his subject faculty at the University of Maine.
day that the Student Council, now that it ceases to be a little knowledge of many of the places which serve meals. "How to Use a Camera." He exX
X
body composed largely of fraternity representatives, shall Possibly our cut system should again come up for review. plained to tlie members present the
NOTICE
not sink into lethargy and a state of nonentity because And the -suggested program for cooperation of the Student popular makes of cameras, stressing
The Colby Outing Club announced ,
of loss of its major functions.
Councils of the several Maine colleges offers an opportu n- their use, sizes, and cost. Many
last night , a trip to Mt. Bigelow to be
Since coming to Colby we have seen Councils which led ity for useful work .
cameras were displayed and Mr. Clark
run
Sunday, November 6th. The men
movements for advance in campus affairs and we have
Any one of these might develop into a problem calling pointed out the advantages and disadand women of all classes are invited
seen others which contented themselves with performing for work throughout the year. Whether these suggestions vantages of ¦each.
to go. Reservations may be secured
only those functions which devolve upon them through are of any value to the council or no , we definitely feel
Mr. Smith in his remarks gave an
long precedent. It is hardly necessary to say which have that it must find some sphere of action or become dead interesting explanation of the Gra- 'by seeing Dick Noyes or Al . Hunter.
Tho trip is due to leave Foss Hall at
been the better organizations. And it does not require wood in the maze of campus organizations.
flox camera and pointed out the many
7 :00 A. M.
great wisdom to see that the Student Council will almost
X
X
differences between a Gra'flex and
entirely cease to be a forceful power about campus unless FENCING IS THE latest Colby fad and a group of fe l- other popular cameras on the market.
x
X
it adopts a constructive program now which calls for
lows under the direction of Mr. Roman are laying plans
An interesting feature of this meetNOTICE
something more than running college dances and voting for a permanent fencing group. Meetings aro held three ing was a display of prize pictures
The
Football
Issue of the Colby
medals and awards.
afternoons a week in the gym. _ Just wha t the status of from the American Photographic AsWhite
Mule
is
coming
off the press at
With growing alarm we havo observed tho fact that this group, is to be remains a question , although several
sociation.
12:03, Saturday, November 5, All
full and regular meetings of the council have not yet this men have elected it as a means of obtaining thoir gym
The next meeting is scheduled for «tudents will receive their copies in
year boon established. Until recently there has been rea- credit. Fencing is a minor sport which is enjoying a wideevening, Nov. 7, at which tho respective dormitories and houses.
Monday
son for th is, but with the year now well advanced there spread popularity in college circles. At Yale it is featurtime
Joe
Smith will discuss how to All off-campus women, students will
can be no further excuse.
ed by a regular schedule and a full time coach. Each
snapshots , and Elmo secure their White Mules from Jane
make
better
A f ter this ,,the next step will be to adopt policies and yoai' a series of Intercollegiate Fencing matches are held
Stevens
will
conduct
the third session Russell at Foss Hall. . AH off-campus
develop n program. In this the Student Council will be in New York City.
on
what
makes
a
pleasing
picture. men students may secure their White
greatly aided if the student body appreciates the fact that
X
X
Laboratory
sessions
are
scheduled
Mulos from Stetson Beal at the D. IT,
' tho council is,its go-between in handling matters with tho
The revived Colby spirit of 1988 looks good. Long may
for
November
21
and
28
,
an
d
advanHouse.
administration , if indivi d ua ls and grou ps w ill but pr esent it last whenever tho Slue and Gray saunters forth on
c
ed
stu
d
ents
i
n
th
o
Cam
e
ra
Club
w
il
l
X
X
thoir grievances and suggestions to that body. V And then gridiron or other fields of endeavor.
be in charge.
too tho council should look around for some\ definite
CLASSICAL
CLUB
x
change to advocate. " I n this we do not suggest that it
There
will
be
a
meeting
of tho clasX
X
Becently two meetings wore held at tho same timo in
build mountains from mole hills or merely seplc more holi- tho chapel. Plans for ono were made late, but such consical
club
on
Friday,
November
4, at
"Far too many scientists are ridida ys. But there arc many situations here calling for ac- flicts could easily bo avoided by fore planning and greater culous because thoy write long-wind- tho Alumnae building at 7i30. Mrs .
tion of some nature.; ' Students perennially complain of use of the college calendar,
ed articles about their researches and Finch will show some slides of Rome
tho high costs of books, Cooperatives and other,moans
'
fail to put them into proper literary and William Yantarno, '39, will read
X,
• ' . -X
havo boon found to moot this problem. . Why not consider
Many thanks should go to the librarian for his contin- Btylo." Centenary College's young "E. a paper. There will also bo games
some o_ these? An investigation might -well bo made of ued eff orts to servo the noods o_ Colby through welcoming Z. Friodenberg givvo sciontista tho and refreshments, and all • members
facilities. For several weeks tho Froshman lias thoir suggestions on books to bo purchased.
,,' eating
'
"works" at their annual convention. aro urged to bo present.
i
t
i ¦
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Camera Club
Holds Photo School
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Classic And Modern
Music Battle At Forum

Series Wide Open With
Colby And Bates Victorious
Middlebury Ga me Last
Appearance On
Home Field
COACH AL MCCOY'S 1,938 footb all
team will make its final, .local appearance of the season next Saturday
'when it interrupts its annual State
Series play, for the second time ' in
;
modern gridiron history- of the college, to entertain Middlebury.;
- The Panthers, defending champions
who currently wear their state-of-Vermont pigskin laurels, come to the
Muletown with 'but! two defeats in its
first six games. After losing the season's opener to Williams, the Beckcoached eleven turned back'Hartwiek *
the Coast Guar d Academy, Tufts, and
Norwich.' .Last week they lost to Connecticut State 13-0.
While injuries hampered the Middlebury squad throughout the early
part of the season , .it is expected to
be at full strength for the Colby invasion. Al Vartuli , varsity guard who
was injured in the Tufts game, will
be fit for the Mules as will Ed King
and Sam Bertuzzi, sophomore backfield star who was injured against
Noi'wich.
. In addition to Bertuzzi , who is expected to be given a starting halfback
assignment, elusive 145 pound Boyd
Carr, Jack Johnson , i?hil Mayo, and
Adam Tupka are the Panther runningthreats. Johnson is the squad's outstanding passer. The squad lacks a
good kicker and this weakness has
hampered the play of the team in all
of its games.
Since Colby barred all major in-

C O M I W U OH 8

p r o w " 1:3 0 %.... $

WED. -TH URS. -FR 1.
November 2-3-4
:"
"" ¦' ' "' : ' 2 BIG * HITS
' ¦''
THE RITZ BRO THERS
in
DAMON RUNYON' S
"STRAIGH T
PLACE AND SHOW "
wit h
Richa rd Arlen
Ethel Me rman
2nd Hit
JANE WITHERS
in
"ALWAYS IN TRO UBLE"
COMING SATURDA Y
RONALD COLMAN
in
"IF I WERE KING"
with
Frances Dee
Basil Ra thbone

Painter 's Annex
(Leo 's) .

Good Drink s, 3 for 25c

Lun ches.

10 Common St,, Opp . Opera Hon e
Evenin g Sand als in Gold and Silver ,
Black and White in Hi gh Heels ,
Low Heels and Wcd gees. Also Dyed
to Match Youi* Gowns $2.00 pair.

Ei_{licott - Johnson
Shoe Stor e

Wa tervil le , Me.
|

-y

F. Hubba rd , M gr.

— ¦

juries in the state series tussle with
the University of Maine, it is expected to field ah unchanged lineup in an
effort to avenge last year's setback at
the hands of Middlebury. The passing and running efforts of Hatch ,
Daggett, and Bruce are again expected to feature the Blue and Gray bid
for victory. In addition , this trio will
run behind the block'ng of quarterback Dick White and his mates. Seeing the outcome of the Maine game,
Coach McCoy 's eleven will probably
rank as, at least, an even choice to
triumph over the visitors.
The starting lineup will probably
be:
Colby

Middlebury

le, Burrill
Kirk , le
__ lt , Hodges
Propy, It
¦_
lg, Baum
Jacques, lg _
__ c , Daley
:
Stabile, c
__
rg,..Daly
Vartuli, rg ___
Murray, rt
-~rt , Hersey
Berry, -re
re, Maguire
Maho ney, qb
qb, White
Tupka or Bertuzzi , lh
lh , Daggett
rh, Hatch
Johnson , rh __ ,
fb
fb , Bruce
Mayo ,

White Mule Rears
Head November 5th

—

Colby College Bookstore

CITY • ¦ JOB '¦ PRINT
' ¦;

Tel. 207 ': .
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me.
..

—
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McComas Urges
Weekl y Quiz

LAST FRIDAY, after Dr. McComas
spoke to a large audience in the
First Baptist Church , a few listeners
lingered awhile to hear some "off the
RVERYONE HAS been wondering record" comments. Most of the
and asking questions about when questions directed toward the psycholthat strange creation known as the ogist did not pertain to his speech at
Col'by White Mule is going to rear its all , in fact, some questions were not
long eared head and make itself even associated with psychology.
known to Colby civilization. Well ,
A doubtful freshman asked whethfolks, that long waited for Football
er a small college gave a student
Issue is actually going to be a reality,;
equal opportunities as compared with
and at exactly 12:03 on November 5'
a large college. Although from a
the presses will close up in time for. large university,
Dr. McComas replied
the printers to wash up for the Midthat a more personal contact is maindlebury game.
tained between the student and the
The White Mule will then be in cir- professor in the small college.' The
culation. It will be the football issue classes are usually much smaller and a
and the beginning of a new year. greater feeling of friendship exists
There arc some of the old faces back among students. Individual problems
and also many new Mulers; In fact of student's' can be taken care of by
the White Mule has collected a staff professors. A large college could not
which is talented in all degrees of offer a student those advantages. He
morbidness. In the first issue there admitted that both the small and
is a little of everything just to see larger -schools have disadvantages, but
how you like it.
his feelings tended toward the favorThere will be funny pages and ing of a small college over a large
fashion pages, fastidious pages and one.
A young co-ed asked the doctor
foolish pages. There will be serious
pages and screw-ball pages, sad pages whether exams give a real picture of a
and no sooty pages. And so we have student's intelligence. "You 'll regret
"much of the besta " to please, inspir e that question when you hear my anand enrage the waiting Colby audi- swer," replied the psychologist. Dr.
ence ," says Editor Sargent. "A little McComas than stated that at present ,
preview now would be tco much of a the number 'of exams given is not
good thing so we will all have to wait. quite sufficient to show a student's
And even if we did print a bit to let knowledge of n particular siiloject. A
you know what it's going to be like weekly exam , covering the entire
we wouldn 't use the pages of the Col- work taken since the beginning of a
by ECHO so we ' will meet again at semester, would be more favorable.
12:03 on the day of the Middlebury The weekly quiz would also make a
game."
student up-to-date in assignments.
The co-ed was indeed regretful after
X
X
hearing his reply.
"Great leaders are generally snobs
One psychology student asked for
with a sense of responsibility." So an opinion of the Freudian Theory of
University of Manitoba 's President the Lubitum . The doctor said that
Sidney Smith is out to get more stu- Freud , like all' pioneers in science , has
dents that "are conscious of belonging a tendency to over-emphasize his findto a class."
ing and consequentl y give a very
much distorted and exaggerated view
J OIN THE CROW D AT THE of his discoveries.
other questions wore on tho
PURITAN SWEET SHOP tipsMany
of our tongues but unfortunately
. For Dinner or Supper
and very mucli to our disappointment ,
, Tasty Sandwiches of All Kinds Dr. McComas had to leave early to
at Any Time
catch his train,
X
X ,;

Ideal
ASH-AWAY ASH TRAYS
Specially Priced at 39c

_.

"CLASSICAL MUSIC vs Swing" was
the subject of the iForum program
last Sunday ,night.- '-v .- Rathervthan- '; try:
ing- to convince the audience 'by argument, it had been arranged to have
an exponent of each type of rriusic
preserit. The two pianists each played what he considered . the best examples of his class of music.
'"' . Dick Follett, .'3.7, Splayed\ for the
swing. fans and chose as-his selections
Gershwin's "The Man I Love," and
"I Got Rhythm ;" Cole Porter 's "Night
and Day," "What is This Thing- Called
Love," and '•Rosalie ;" Teddy Wilson 's
"China Boy ;" Count Hassle's "One
O'Clock Jump ;" Carinichacl's "Stardust;" Clinton's "My Reverie ;" and
the "Flapperette ," as a novelty piano
solo.
Robert Carr , '40, played the classical music and chose for his examples
selections from Bach, Chopin, and
Rachmaninoff. Both received a great
ovation from the audience. The piano
was a new :one loaned by Hutchinson's.
X
X

Lj

;

,

,
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the dropkick method.
. '
For the entire third period , the
young Mules were held from scoring
a touchdown by an ever defensive
Higgins squad ,' which was backed up
against its own goal posts.
Willette set up another Colby score
in the fourth session with a 36 yard
excursion through the Higgins team.
Scioletti scored the touchdown on a
plunge from the 6. A pass from Kilb'ourne to Hegan scored the extra
point.
;, The final score of the day was made
by Jay Conlan as he intercepted one
of the desperate last minute Higgins
passes that flooded the air in the final
quarter. Conlan got hold of the ball
on the Higgins' _ 0 , and easily ran
across for tho score. The extra point
was missed.
Standing out for Colby with Willette was Scioletti, who played a hard
game all afternoon , and Shiro and
Spofford, the giant tackle in the line.
The entire Freshman team looked like
a well polished outfit that should send
some of its members to the aid of the
varsity next year.
The line-ups :

Since science can't describe a
method of measuring personality,
comparative scales are used. The two
scales of this type most commonly
' . ( 7 ) - H I GGINS used are the military and the ThurCOLBY FROSH < 32)
man. The-military scale is made by
HeKfin , re
.
.- re, Hamlin
Shiro, rt
..,......;.,
rt , HiKgins listing all the characteristics of the _
'-,. . . ,v«. Mills successful men in a certain
Stevens, vff
occupation
O'Noil , c
,...
b . . e, Cuiiin for one extreme , and the
characterisLov iiiB , \g
.
lg, Puvfci
tics of the failure as the other exSpolTprd , It
.....;
It, Meyers
'
Paijre, le
. .I e, White treme. The candidate is placed someCame, qb ...
.qb, Ward where between the two extremes, and
Downl-, rhb
.rhb, Boyle is given a rating according
to his posiWi'.Iettc, lhb
lhb , Wetherbee
tion. The Thurman scale differs from
Scioletti , lib
. . . f b , Sa-ovitch
the military in that it takes as one exX
X
THE STUDENTS WHO went to the treme the predominant male characMaine game liked the idea _f danc- teristics, and the female • characterise
ing on the train on the way back so tics as the other.
well that there will probably be two
"rffiT" - '""" iT ™Y'T ^ *™T T_HyW_a_1_tl__r
baggage cars on the special train to
Lewiston on Armistice Day.
1

SEVERAL OF the football men made
some- excellent tackles while sitting
on the bench at the Maine game, according to the announcements heard
over the public address system.
X

¦X b " .

McComas Speaks

( Continued from _>age 1)
develop a method of choosing the best
telephone. t operator. To determine
this, he designed his experiments to
produce the most dexterous person ,
and made a list according- to the reaction times of the differenct operators,
However, he placed at the top of this
list, 'one who was considered 'by her
employers to be the worst operator
because of her irritating personality ,

MM

1

1
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BEN BERNIE
and

All The Lads
A earance
Or.lv
OIli y PP
IN MAINE
Lewiston Post
American Legion

•

Also Fenton Bros. Band
Also J itterbu g Contest

Lewiston Armory tii ., **\
..2

. 7:30 p. .11.

a. m. NOV. 10
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TUXEDOS TC^^ L^

Also Complete Line of Full Dress Accessories

,

POOLER'S MEN'S SHOP
.
.
.
.

WATERVILLE

fe_5 Days!
SS_I^i^^-«
Sta rts Saturday
^«H |M

.
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fli o P ufcer R

MAINE

FRI. -SAT., NOV. 4-5
Continuous From 1.30 P. M.
Z BIG ACTION HITS
Charles Starr ell in
"SOUTH OF ARIZONA"
and
Paul Kelly in
"JUVENILE COURT"
Plus Serial , Cartoon , News
MON. -TUES., NOV. 7-8
Double Feature Program
GEORGE RAFT
DOROTHY LAMOUR
HENRY FONDA
"SPAWN OF THE NORTH"
2nd H it
'
"SPEED TO BURN"
Michael Wlialen
Lynn Bnri
THRIFT MAT. TUES. , 10c

Frosh Down Higgins
Continued from Page 2
b all t o Downio , who continued to his
oavii 45 , whore ho delivered the ball
ov or to Willette on another lateral.
Willette carried on for the remaining'
55 yards for touchdown '.num ber.two,
O'Noil , 'backing up the lino for tho
Fr osh , scored-another six jiolntbr , interce p t i n g a Hi gg ins p ass 'on his 10,
an d carrying tho ball down; the field
¦
behind fine blocking, b V
Higgins scored their only touchdown of tho day after thby recovered
a Col by fumble on tho Billb and Gray
30. Two passes and one smash nt
the lino wore onough to bring tho Higgins tdain into the Colby end none.
W othorb oo scored tho touchd own and
' Snlcovitch booted tlio extra point via

By this illustration, the - importance of the emotional factor, 'and 'trie. ini- possibility of measuring '. it 'iby\the-j
customary way of measurihSg the * reaction time is seem '
The importance of the emotional
factor lies in the , fact that, it ' ,gives
people an impression of the individ :
ual and this is called his -personality.
Since the emotional factor of , a, per- ,
son can not be controlled , and since '
it is affected easily by relative factors,
the prdfclem -.of , studying it is very
complex. For illustrative purposes,
he showed the effect of glandular secretion on the individual's personality. While a normal functioning of
glands such as the thyroid , endocrine,
and the pituitary, produces a normal
person ; an abnormal functioning produces an abnormal person. An example of this is the person who has
hyperthryroid condition , producing
high color and a susceptibility for
iallmg m love.

WE D.-TH URS., NOV. 9-10
Double Feature Progra m
MICKEY ROONEY
"HOOSIER

SCHOOL BOY"
2nd Hit
HAR OLD LLOYD
in
"PR OFESSOR BEWARE"

THURSDA Y NIGHT , NOV. 10
Big Midnigh t Stage Show
On Tho Stage
RK O TIP TO P REVU E
On tho screen
A First Run Feature P icture '
y. . Coining: Sbon
Padercwski' s ''M oonlight Sonata "

Play . Scroono Ever y Mon. -Wod,
' ¦ ¦ ' - " ¦¦
Nighl - ¦
*
. .¦ •¦. ¦ ¦¦ ¦•-"" ¦¦*• .
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Syracuse Unive rsity

Black Bear line only to pass the ball to
White who.threw a lateral into the outstretched hands of Daggett who outsprinted the opposing secondary into
the end zone for the winning tally of
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—(ACP)—Fra- the wildest football game in many
ternity rushing in the modern mode moons.
has made its appearance at Syracuse
Maine Scores First
University.
Maine started impressively by takThe Beta Theta Pi fraternity there,
ing
the kick-off and making four
in addition to its regular program of
rapid
fire first -downs with Dana Drew
eat, talk and play, has devised a novel
;th
e
spearhead of its attack. A
as
photographic ' identification system
fourteen
yard dash by Drew and
that rivals any police record system.
snare of a Drew
remarkable
Shute's
Here's how it works : "'
Bear on the
snarling
As the rushees enter the house they aerial placed the
;
Two plays
marker.
are ushered into the library to fill out Mule four yard
down
Drew
failed but on the third
individual cards of information which
whipped a perfect stride to Harry
are filed away for future reference.
Shute
in the end zone for the first
Identification cards are pinned to
six-pointer.
Just as easily the same
their coat lapels and the rushees are
Drew
split
the
cross bar for a perfect
then shown into the cloak room where
placement
and
Maine was ahead 7
a candid camera and flood lights are
to
0.
set up.
Not to be outdone the infuriated
Their pictures are snapped , immediately developed , and attached to the Mule came back with a do or die persistency and didn 't stop once until
file card of each rushee.
When the discussion of pledges Hatch, who played a grand game all
takes place, these pictures are brought afternoon, shook himself loose to
out and if any of the brothers cannot plant-himself beyond the goal line for
recall a rushee by his name, they can Colb y 's" first score. Hatch carried
three times for a total of 22 hai'd
identify him by his picture.
During formal rushing the pictures earned yards on that march.
are-inserted in place cards set before
There was no further scoring that
each ru'shee's plate at the dinner half. Although Colby twice worked
table.
the ball down within one foot and
nine yards respectively, the Maine
X
X
line arose to the occasion to halt two
Maine Game
beautiful drives which had clearly dis, ( Continued from page 1)
played the perfect blocking of the
delegation, for Maine was then rid- Mule forward wall and White and
ing along with an apparently decisive Bruce.
margin of victory, 14 to 6.
Bear Scores Again
Midway through the third period
. Then with only ten minutes left fro
play, J.ohnny Daggett Colby's sopho- Maine began another march to the
more sensation, aided by superb pay-off territory when Dick Dyer inblocking toted the pigskin around his tercepted a Colby pass and ran it back
own left end for 67 long and mighty to the Colby 32 before being dragged
yards to a touchdown which sent 8500 down. Gerrish followed with a smash
spectators into a frenzy of ectasy off tackle for two yards, a pass was
mingled with audible groans. Then grounded , and then Maine sent Gerwith only three minutes remaining rish out to the left of the field where
and Maine still leading 14 to 13, he received a spot pass from Dyer. He
Bruce started a vicious smash to the turned towards the sideline and goal-

Identifies Rushees

^HHI^i^^^lml.
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ward. The Colby secondary closed in
at top speed when suddenly Gerrish
stopped and changed direction to go
on unmolested for Maine's second
and final score of the afternoon.
Dyer booted the placement that gave
Maine an eight point lead which at
the time seemed insurmountable.
Then, for ten minutes the teams
battled vainly between the thirty yard
lines with no apparent advantage
gained "by either team.
Colby then took the ball on her own
28 from which Hatch bulleted for five
yards off his own right tackle. Suddenly Daggett tore around his left
tackle and continued at top speed for
67 yards and the touchdown which
placed Colby within one point of the
Maine Bear.
Still seven minutes to play and
Maine still in the lead by one scant
point. But the Colby Mule had arisen
in all its wrath and started kicking
harder, harder , and harder. That
wild indomitable urge to win could
not be denied.
With the ball on her own 21, the
Mule started another of her devastating advances with Daggett, Hatch and
Bruce carrying, and White blocking
superbly, Colby moved seventy yards
¦on seven well executed plays. Then
came that White to Daggett lateral
which spelled crushing defeat for a
fighting Maine eleven.
A wild flurry of Drew passes went
for naught in the waning minutes of
the game as Hatch finally intercepted
one of the Pale Blue heaves on his own
twenty and raced for 66 smashing
yards before being hauled down on
the Maine 36. From there, the Mules
marched to the five yard line before
the game ended.
Many Star Performers

GOOD SHOES For COLLEGE
MEN and WOME N
$2.95 and up

Gallert Shoe Store
•
and Maguire played gi'and games at
end.
The yeoman-like .work of
Hodges, Ferris and Hersey was commendable. For Maine Drew, Dyer and
Gerrish in the backfield and .Cook and
Genge in the line played brilliantly,
especially the last in defensive work.
The lineup :
COLBY (19)
Burrilj, le
Beach
Hodges, It
Hughes
Ferris, Ik
Pearl
X>. Daley, c

,
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It, H. Dyer
Peabody
Grant
le, Shute
Szaniawski
ab, Reitz
Bennett
Holyoke
lhb, Drew
D. Dyer

Hatch , lhb
Cochrane
Beach
Daggett, lhb
Bubav
Burnham

,

\ ,f\ , ^

s

-

Score by perious :
0"
Colby,
6
0
13—ID
Maine,
7
0 - 7
0—14
,
Touchdowns—Shute, Gerrish, Hatch, Daggett
2. Goals after touchdown : Drew (placement) ,
D. Dyer (p lacement)/ Maguire - (placement) .
Refevee, S.'H. Mahoney (B; C.) ; umpire, A. 'W'
SambrosTri (Harvard) ; head linesman, J. Connell (Dedham) ; field judge, F, J. Murray
( Georgetown).

Statistics
Maine Colby

1(5
First downs,
9
Yds. gained, scrimmage, 133
329
¦¦
Yds. lost, scrimmage,
45
65
Forwards attempted ,
22
17
Completed , - 7 5
Yds. gained,
-73
99
_
Intercepted by,
3 '
Laterals attempted, '
1 ••• , 1
Completed ,
1
1
Yds. gained ,
10
10
Punts,.
g
4
Average yds;,
35.7 33.25
Run back by
25
28
Fumbles,
4
. .3
Recovered own,
-3
2
Yds, lost ,
0
4
Penalties,
1
4
- 6
Yds. lost,
60

J. O. MICH AUD
Barber Shop

Temple Street
2 Chairs Available at all times
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rhb, Arbor
Quigley
' Thomas

fb , Gerrish
Mallett
Harris
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c, Burr
Heed
lg, Cook
Harrington

For Col'by Daggett and Hatch playBoothb y 8C Bartlett Co.
ed superbly on offense while the
blocking and defensive play of Bruce
GENERAL INSURANCE
and White , the remaining duo of a remarkable Mule backfield , stood out
185 Main Stt
Waterville, Me.
like an oasis on the Sahara. Burrill
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(14 ) MAINE
re, Lane
Stearns
r t , Johnson
Blackwell
•.. rg, Genge

'.

Maguire, re
Allen
White, qb
Ra ncourt
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J. Daley, rg .!
Baum
Harvey
Hassan
Hersey, vt
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Th e Mule 's Tale

Bruce, fb
Gilmore

mr
'

'

'
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